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CONVINCE YOU

065065
AND THIS SHOULD

4 Period Schedule

WE JUST 
COME WITH CLASS

“Well, with the new bell schedule I want to 
pick fourth, so I could leave a little earlier 
than everyone else. The traffic around the 
school is out of control.”

DANIEL ALTAMIRANO ‘25
“Third because then I’ll get both lunches and 
have a longer period to work on homework 
and hang out with friends. I get everything I 
want accomplished in that time.”

AVEN GREEN ‘24  
“Fourth because I’d get to go home early right after 

Advisory around three and be able to get homework 
done so that once everyone else gets out way 

later, I don’t have anything to do.”

DEREK WYATT ‘25
 “I would choose first because I’d love the 
idea to sleep in for that first hour. Then I 
wouldn’t have to be at school until after 
10, which would be so nice.”

RILYNN BERTKE ‘22
“I would want first off to definitely sleep 
in or to have extra time to get ready. Both 
of those things put together would give me 
a good start to my day.”

PERLA MARTINEZ ‘22
WHICH PERIOD 
WOULD YOU PREFER  
TO HAVE OFF?

photo by e.rawlings

“I’ll go ahead and say fourth hour because I wouldn’t have 
to deal with all the traffic at 4:32 [p.m.] and this would 
help me get home faster. The student parking lot is packed 
and all the traffic builds up since everyone is getting out.” 

CARLA SILVIA TARELO ‘23

photo by e.rawlings

“On this schedule, I would prefer third 
because then you have an extended 
lunch. You also already had two classes 
and you can do your homework.”

ELIZABETH CRONK ‘23

Students enroll 
in four courses 
plus Advisory 
under new 
quarter system

CLASSESCLASSES
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“The goal was to get wrapped up with the 
parchment wrap. The team with the fastest 
time won. My team forgot that we were 
going for time and not amount wrapped. I 
was wrapped past my face and eyes so I 
couldn’t see. I tried to take it off, but it was 
wrapped tight and harder than expected.” 

FRANKIE GARGANO ‘25

BEING AN ARTIST. Aubrey Miller ‘25 uses both of her hands to form 
her clay into a pot while working on the pottery wheel in Emily Marjou’s 
Sculpture and Ceramics  class. “I was nervous because it was something 
I’ve never done before but it ended up being really fun,” Miller said.  
ASK THE TEACHER. Saul Garcia Montes ‘22 asks math teacher Shayla 
Ashley to help with a math problem in Financial Algebra. “What I 
enjoyed about the class is learning about credit building and financial 
advice, which was unlike other math classes,” Garcia Montes said. FINAL 
DETAILS. Cielo Valdez-Xolot ‘22 frosts a calaveras with small dots in her 
Eugema Monreal’s AP Spanish Language class on Dia de los Muertos. 
“It taught us a lot about Mexican culture. Instead of looking at pictures 
and stuff we were actively trying to understand the holiday through art,” 
Valdez-Zolot said. MUMS THE WORD. Frankie Gargano ‘25 stands 
still after students in his Student Government class wrapped him up in 
streamers during a team building activity in February. photos by. j.orozco
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WRAPPEDWRAPPED
WE’RE JUST

WRAPPED 
UP IN A NEW SCHEDULE

story by e.rawlings & j.orozco
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CALLING MY NURSE. Completing her skill test for 
instructor Paula Zagel, Lynzie Maestas ’22 tries to transfer 
her patient, Britney Covarrubias-Diaz ‘22, from a bed to 
a wheelchair in her Certified Nursing Assistant class. “At  
the time I was super stressed because if you fail the test, 
you then have to take it again, but I also felt like I knew 
what I was doing so that helped,” Maestas said. BAKED 
TO PERFECTION  Mackenzie Bellamy ‘25 measures 
out cooking oil so she can add more ingredients to bake 
brownies in Culinary Essentials with teacher Mattie Becker. 
“I just like cooking because it brings me to my happy place, 
and I like how this class gives us the opportunity to explore 
recipes,” Bellamy said. OUR MELODY. Jayden Olsen 
‘23 follows her sheet music in Symphonic Band class while 
playing her flute to the song “Welcome to the Jungle” in 
preparation for their St. Patrick’s Day concert. “Band is a 
good class because it’s like a community where everybody 
has their own part and working together just creates a 
beautiful melody,” Olsen said. photos by j.ripko  
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LOOK AT THAT DRIP. Khloe Eisenbarth ‘22 dips a strawberry in 
chocolate to sell chocolate covered strawberries in the DECA School 
Store for Valentine’s Day in her School Store Practicum period. “We 
ended up making about $200 in profit by selling about 40 boxes of 
strawberries, which was part of our DECA project,” Eisenbarth said. 
WORK TOGETHER. Brenden Connor ‘24 watches as Eli Brackett 
‘23 works on mounting a tire on a rim in the Basic Automotives class 
with Mark Crane. “Everything we learn is useful. It’s definitely hard 
at first but easier the more you learn,” Connor said. READ ALONG. 
As her peers show off their latest 1920s fashions, Abby Flancher 
‘24 breaks down her peer’s 1920s fashion outfits as they walk the 
runway in their Gatsby Gala in Justin Daigle’s AP Language class. 
“It was the best class I took this year because we actually learned 
something new instead of other things being repeated,” Flancher 
said. “The gala we did after reading ‘The Great Gatsby’ was so much 
fun and everyone got to be creative.” photo by z.stanley
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TURNING GEARS. Cooper Brunson ‘25 uses 
an electric saw to cut a piece of wood to create 
the roof for his doghouse he was building in his 
College Intro to Construction class with Megan 

Trail. The dog houses were built and sold 
to raise more money for equipment. 
“It’s probably one of my favorite 
classes because I love building things 

that were just an idea and then I make it 
into a reality,” Brunson said. photo by j.orozco

READY FOR THE GAME. Eugene Barron ‘25  prepares to serve the ball 
over the net while playing volleyball in Leisure Sports with Joel Flancher in 
February. “Gym gave me a nice break in the middle of the day, so I could be 
active by playing some games with my friends and then go to lunch,” Barron 
said. TAKE NOTE. In his AP World History class with Darcy DiGiacomo, Joseph 
Morales ‘24 writes down some of his notes about the French Revolution on 
a poster. “I had to share what were some of the major causes of the French 
Revolution. I admit I was confused about the content at the time, but like a 
good confused. It made me want to learn more,” Morales said. photos by j.orozco

STUDENTS WENT TO THEIR ADVISORY CLASS, 
each day was different. Tuesdays and Fridays were 

content days where students did grade checks and social/
emotional learning. On Wednesdays and Thursdays students could 
stay in their class to do study hall like Braden Knox ‘25 or travel 
to another teacher to get help, like Olivia Ysalas ‘23.

“My Advisory teacher [Elizabeth Walls] would give us 
advice and just let us hang out and talk. I did get some 
homework done sometimes when I had it,” Knox said.
photos by. j.orozco
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